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By 
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Abstract 

The orientation problem of photographs taken of planar objects can be treated 
as a special case for that of a three-dimensional object space. Based on this 
concept, this paper derived an orientation theory for a two-dimensional object space 
where the geometry of a picture can, in general, be determined by eight indepen
dent central projective parameters. First, the relationship between an object plane 
and its picture was explored in different ways. Then, the characteristics of the 
orientation problem were clarified for a stereopair of photographs and for multiple 
pictures overlapped. The orientation calculation was formulated algebraically with 
the DLT approach. The orientation methods proposed here are quite general and 
applicable to the rectification of non-metric photographs with planar objects. In 
particular, using distances as object space controls, we can form a model congruent 
to the object by means of a single photograph having non-linear distortions. Also, 
elements describing the non-linear errors can be provided from the potential of a 
stereopair of photographs. Furthermore, by employing three pictures overlapped, 
a united model similar to the object can be constructed without object space in
formation, when we can assume that the interior orientation is unchanged in the 
three photographs. 

1. Introduction 

From the time smce general and rigorous considerations on the rectification 

problem from one plane to another were given by Thompson (1965) and others, 

photogrammetric mensulation of planar objects has been widely employed in many 

fields such as architecture, the conservation of monuments, archaeology, etc.. Also, 

to these ends, differential rectification methods have been developed by Kraus (1976), 

Vozikis (1979, 1984), and Vozikis and Loitsch (1980). However, the rectification 

theory has not been fully extended to the case of overlapped pictures taken of planar 

objects, although this is an interesting and instructive problem for photogrammet-

rists. Further, it is useful for many purposes such as precision measurement of 
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planar displacements by means of "before" and "after" photographs (Wong and 

Vonderahe (1981)), rectification without object space information (Kager, et al. 

(1985)), and for photogrammetric cadastral surveying of almost flat terrains. 

In this paper, the DL T approach (Abdel-Aziz and Karara (1971)) is applied to 

the orientation problem of photographs with planar objects. Firstly, it is because 

parameters defining linear systematic errors included in measured image coordinates 

are absorbed by the coefficients of the collinearity condition, and they can thus be 

corrected automatically in the orientation calculations. Secondly, it is because its 

treatment is remarkably simple in comparison with the conventional geometric ap

proach of using photogrammetric orientation parameters. On the other hand, the 

coplanarity condition of corresponding rays has the potential to provide parameters 

describing non-linear errors of photo coordinates such as lens distortion and the 

effect of a lack of film flatness. Hence, based on the general orientation theory of 

overlapped pictures for a three-dimensional object space (Okamoto (1981a, 198lb)), 

the characteristics of the orientation problem for a stereopair of photographs with a 

planar object are clarified when the geometry of a picture can be determined by 

eight independent orientation elements. Furthermore, the orientation theory is ex

tended to the case of multiple overlapped photographs, which is important for the 

rectification of non-metric photographs having planar objects without object space 

information, and for the self calibrating block adjustment for almost flat terrains. 

2. Characteristics of General Central Projective One-To-One 
Correspondence Between Image and Object Planes 

In this section, the characteristics of the general central projective transforma

tion relating an object plane and its picture plane will be explored when the object 

space coordinate system (X, Y, Z) is taken arbitrarily. The collinearity condition 

between an object point P (X, Y, Z) and its measured image point Pc (Xe, Ye) 

is described in the following form (Abdel-Aziz and Karara (1971), and Thompson 

(1971)) 

_ A1X+A2Y+A8Z+A4 

Xe- AoX+A10Y+A11Z+l 

A 6X + A 6 Y + A7Z+ A8 

Ye= AoX+A10Y+A11Z+l 

(1) 

which is equivalent to the equations of the object ray at the exposure instant. How

ever, Equation 1 cannot simply be solved with respect to the coefficients A; (i = 1, 

···, 11), because the 11 parameters are not independent for the case of a two

dimensional object space. By selecting a new object space coordinate system (X, 
Y, Z) with its .XY-plane on the object plane (See Fig. 1), Equation 1 can be 

simplified as 
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x 

0 

Fig. 1. Central projective relationship between an object plane and 
its picture plane for the object space coordinate system 
(X, Y, Z) having the XY-plane on the object plane. 

A1X+A,Y +A3 

A1X+A8Y+l 

.A4X+A5Y+Aa 
Ye= A7X+AsY-+1 

(2) 

in which A; (i = 1, •··, 8) denotes independent coefficients. The solution of Equation 

2 can solve for A; (i=l, •··, 8), if four points are given on the object plane. Then, 

we can reconstruct all object rays at the exposure instant, which means that Equa-

tion 2 can be considered in a central perspective way. 

The general central projective relationship between an object plane and its 

picture plane can be considered in still another way of employing the concept of 

fictitious image and fictitious object planes. The actual object plane is expressed in 

the reference coordinate system (X, Y, Z) in the form 

a1X+a2Y+a8Z+l=O (3) 

in which the three coefficients a; (i = 1, 2, 3) are independent. By substituting 

Equation 3 into Equation 1 and further adding Equation 3, we have 

A 11X+A'2Y+A1
8 

A'7X+A'sY+l 
A'4X+A' 5 Y+A'a 

Ye A'rX+A'aY+l 
(4) 

0=a1X+a2Y+asZ+l 

Equation 4 is equivalent to the general central projective one-to-one correspondence 

relating two planes, whose coordinates are, however, measured three-dimensionally 

(See Okamoto (1981c)). Also, the inverse transformation of Equation 4 yields: 
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X- B'1xe+B',Ye+B'8 

- B'10Xe+B'11Ye+l 

y B' 4Xe + B' ,,Ye+ B' 6 

B'1oXe+B'nYe+l 

z- B'1xe+B'sYe+B'9 

- B'1oXe+B'nYe+l 

Equations 4 and 5 have the following geometrical characteristics: 
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(5) 

( i ) The central projective relationship between the object plane and its me

asured image plane can be expressed in terms of 11 independent parameters, if the 

coordinates of object points are given three-dimensionally. 

(ii) The unique determination of this transformation requires four control 

points, namely, three points with the space coordinates given and one point with 

the planimetric coordinates known. 

(iii) This one-to-one correspondence is very difficult to consider central-perspec

tively in a three-dimensional space. 

The third property of Equation 4 can further be explained as follows. The first and 

second parts of Equation 4 (or Equation 5) mean geometrically a projective trans

formation of the measured image plane into the XY-plane of the object space coordi

nate system (X, Y, Z) arbitrarily selected. Also, only by means of these two 

equations we can determine the planimetric coordinates (X, Y) of all photographed 

object points, if four control points in planimetry are available. Furthermore, Z

coordinates of the object points can be obtained by substituting the computed 

planimetric coordinates (X, Y) into the third part of Equation 4 (or Fquation 5), 

if we have three control points in height. The latter procedure corresponds to an 

orthogonal transformation of the object plane into the XY-plane of the reference 

coordinate system. From these facts we can see that the general central projective 

one-to-one correspondence (Equation 4) relating the object and measured image 

planes can be divided into two transformations: a projective transformation relating 

two planes whose coordinates are given two-dimensionally and an orthogonal trans

formation. 

The orientation problem of photographs taken of planar objects can also be an

alyzed, based on Equation 4. In particular, this orientation technique is very effec

tive when only planimetric coordinates of objects points are asked for in the object 

space coordinate system arbitrarily taken, because the first and second parts of 

Equation 4 

_ A 11X+A 1
2Y+A1

8 

Xe- A'1X+A1
8Y+l 

_ A\X+A1
0 Y+A'a 

Ye- A'1X+A'sY+l 

can be solved separately from the third part of Equation 4. 

(6) 

However, it will be 
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Fig. 2. Central projective relationship between an object plane 
and its piture plane for the reference coordinate system 
(X, Y, Z) arbitrarily selected. 

noted that Equation 6 has no central perspective characteristics in a three-dimensional 

space, as is demonstrated in Fig. 2. First, we will introduce the concept of a 

fictitious picture which is assumed to have been taken of a fictitious object (an image 

obtainen by an orthogonal (affine) transformation of the actual object into the XY

plane of the reference coordinate system (X, Y, Z)). In addition, the interior and 

exterior orientation parameters of the fictitious picture are assumed to have been the 

same as those of the actual picture. This fictitious photograph can be obtained by 

an affine transformation of the actual picture. Thus, the relationship (Equation 6) 

between the actual picture and the fictitious object can be considered to be divided 

into two projections in a three dimensional space: a central perspective projection 

and an orthogonal projection. It follows that the transformation (Equation 6) relating 

the actual picture plane and the fictitious object plane is not perspective but projec

tive (See Thompson (1965)). 

3. Orientation Problem of a Single Photograph with a Planar Obiect 

The orientation problem of a single photograph taken of a planar object can 

readily be solved by using Equation 2 or Equation 4, if the picture does not have 

non-linear distortions such as lens distortion and the effect of a lack of film flatness. 
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However, for the analysis of pictures taken with non-metric cameras, the non-linear 

distortions are not usually negligibly small. Also the parameters defining the non

linear systematic errors (L1x, L1y) are not absorbed by the coefficients of Equation 

2 (or Equation 4). Thus, the fundamental equations must be modified in the form 

Xc-L1X= A1X+AS'+Aa 
A7X+A 8Y+I 

L1 _ A 4X+A6Y +Aa 
Ye- Y- A1X+AaY+l 

(7) 

for the case where the object space coordinate system (X, Y, Z) 1s selected with 

its XY-plane on the object plane, and as 

_ A'1X+A'2Y+A1
8 

Xc-L1x- A'1X+A'aY+l 

Yc-L1Y 
A'~X+A'6Y +A'6 

A'7X+A'8Y+l 

0 =a1X +a2 Y +a8Z+ I 

(8) 

if the reference coordinate system (X, Y, Z) is taken arbitrarily. In the orientation 

problem of a single picture, the elements modeling the non-linear distortions must 

be determined from object space information. On the other hand, the coplanarity 

condition of corresponding rays can provide such parameters, since it does not require 

object space controls. Therefore, in the following sections, the orientation problem 

of overlapped pictures taken of planar objects will be discussed in detail. 

4. Orientation Problem of a Stereopair of Photographs 

4. I. Basic consideration 

We will begin with the discussion on the general orientation problem of a stere

opair of photographs taken of a three-dimensional object, because that for a two

dimensional object space can be treated as a special case where a photograph has 

in general only eight independent central projective parameters. The general coll

inearity equations relating an object point P (X, Y, Z) and its measured image 

point Pc (Xe, Ye) are described as 

Xc1 

Yet 

1A1X + 1A2 Y + 1AsZ + 1A4 
1AgX + 1A10 Y + 1AuZ + I 

1A6X+1AaY +1A1Z+1As 
1AgX + 1A10 Y + 1AuZ+ 1 

for the left picture, and in the form 

2A:X+2A2Y +2A8Z+2A4 
Xci= 2AgX+2A10Y+2AuZ+l 

2A~ + 2Aa Y + 2A1Z + 2As 
Yc2 2AgX+2A10Y+2AuZ+l 

for the right photograph, respectively. 

(9) 

The condition that Equations 9 and 10 are 
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valid for all object points photographed in common on the left and right pictures 

can be formulated as 

Xc1 1Au-1A1 Xc1 1A10 - 1A2 Xc1 1Au-1As Xc1 -1A4 

Yc1 1Au-1A6 Yc1 1A10 - 1As Yc1 1A11-1A1 Y,1-1As 
=0 (11) x., 2A9-2A1 Xc2 2A10 - 2A2 Xc1 1Au-2Aa x,2-2A• 

Yc2 2Au-2A6 Yc2 2A10 - 2Ao Yc2 2A11-2A1 Y,2-2As 

which is equivalent to the coplanarity condition of corresponding rays. Under the 

condition of Equation 11, we can define one space (XM, Y M, ZN) which can be 

transformed into the object space (X, Y, Z) by the general projective trans

formation having 15 independent elements, i.e., 

or inversely as 

B1X+B2Y+BsZ+B4 
B18X + BH Y + B16Z+ 1 

BJ(+ B6 Y + B7Z + Bs 
B1sX+BuY+BuZ+l 

X C1XM+C2YM+CsZM+c4 
CrnXM+CuYM+CuZM+l 

y C5XM+CsYM+C1ZM+Cs 
C1sXM+ CHY M+ C16ZM+ 1 

z- C9XM+C10YM+C11ZM+C11 
- C1sXM+CHYM+C16ZM+l 

(12) 

(13) 

Equation 12 (or Equation 13) is equivalent to the general central projective one-to-

one correspondence between the model and object spaces. 

Based on the orientation theory for a three-dimensional object space, we can 

explore the properties of the orientation problem of a stereopair of photographs with 

a planar object (See Fig. 3). For this purpose, we can, without loss of generality, 

select the object space coordinate system (X, Y, Z) having the XY-plane on the 

object plane. Then, Equation 13 becomes 

X= C\XM+C2YM+CsZM+c4 
CrnXM+ CHY M+ C15ZM+ 1 

Y= C5XM+CoYM+C1ZM+Cs 
CrnXM+ CHY M+ CrnZM+ 1 

0= C9XM+C10YM+C11ZM+C12 
CrnXM+ CHY M+ C15ZM+ 1 

The third part of Equation 14 can be reduced to: 

J59XM+l510YM+D11ZM+l=0 

(14) 

(15) 
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Fig. 3. Orientation problem of a stereopair of photographs 
taken of a planar object. 

We substitute Equation 15 into Equation 14 to obtain 

X D1XM+D2Y.M+D8 

D1XM+Da Y M+l 

y D.X.M+D6Y.M+D6 
D1XM+D8 YM+l 

0=.D9XM+D10 Y M+.DnZ,v;+ 1 

The inverse transformation of Equation 16 yields: 

X _ B1X+B,Y+Bs 
,v;- B10X + Bu Y + 1 

y _ B4X+BS+B6 
M- B1oX+B11Y+l 

z _ B1X+BaY+B9 
,v;- B10X+B11 Y +1 
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(16) 

(17) 

From Equation 16 we can find the following characteristics of the central projective 

one-to-one correspondence between the model and object spaces for the special case 

where the object is a plane: 

( i ) This transformation can be expressed in terms of 11 independent central 

projective parameters. 

(ii) Four control points are necessary for the unique determination of this 

one-to-one correspondence. 
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(iii) The model is constructed in a two-dimensional space, because Equation 

15 indicates a plane. 

(iv) The model is not similar to the object. 

Using the results obtained above, we can further investigate the important 

properties of the orientation problem of a stereopair of photographs for a two-di

mensional object space. The collinearity equations (Equation 2) relating a photo

graphed object point P (.K, Y, 0) and its measured image point Pc (xc, Ye) have 

eight independent orientation parameters. Thus, the geometry of a stereopair of 

photographs can be perfectly determined by 16 independent elements. As 11 elements 

among these 16 ones can be provided during the phase of the central projective trans

formation between the model and object planes, the coplanarity condition of corre

sponding rays must provide only five independent orientation parameters (exterior). 

However, a stereo model constructed only by means of the coplanarity condition is 

not similar to the object. In order to make the stereo model similar to the object, 

we must apply the similarity condition (Okamoto (1981a)) for five corresponding line 

segments on the model and object planes. This is because the central projective 

transformation between both planes can be determined uniquely with four points, 

and the degrees of freedom of four points on a plane are five. Also, from the 

similarity condition we can determine four interior orientation parameters. If we 

treat the model scale as an unknown in this model construction process, a stereo 

model congruent to the object can be formed. 

If a metric camera is employed, a stereo model similar to the object can be 

constructed only by means of the coplanarity condition of corresponding rays. This 

is due to the fact that all interior orientation parameters can be considered to be 

given in metric photogrammetry. Kager, et al. proposed in 1985 an orientation 

method of a stereopair of metric pictures, in which one coplanarity equation was 

replaced by a condition equation that the object space is two-dimensional. This 

procedure is mathematically possible, as will be explained later. 

4. 2. Characteristics of the Orientation Calculation 

In this paragraph, the orientation calculation techniques for a stereopair of 

photographs having a planar object will be discussed by means of the collinearity 

equations. Thus, all the orientation unknowns are determined simultaneously and 

together with the unknown coordinates of orientation points, exluding the necessary 

control points. 

(A) For the object space coordinate system (X, Y, Z) with its .KY-plane on 

the object plane 

The collinearity condition relating an object point P (X, Y, 0) and its measured 

image point Pc (xc, Ye) is written together for a stereopair of photographs as 
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1A1X + 1A2 Y + 1As Xc1 =~==-~.c.-,ee-=-'~ 
1A1X+ 1A 8Y+l 

1A4X + 1A6 Y + 1A6 
Yc1= 

1A1X+ 1A 8Y+l 

2A1X + 2A2 Y + 2As Xc2= 
2A1X + 2Aa Y + 1 

2A4X + 2A6 Y + 2A6 
Yc2= 2A1X+ 2A 8Y +1 
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(18) 

Mathematically, Equation 18 includes one equation equivalent to the coplanarity 

condition of corresponding rays. Thus, we must set up Equation 18 for five points 

in order to use five coplanarity equations mathematically required. However, Equation 

18 can solve for the 16 independent coefficients ;A; (i=l, 2; j=l, •··, 8), if Equation 

18 is set up for the four control points mathematically necessary. This means that 

the orientation problem of the stereopair can be solved by using only four coplanarity 

equations, which seems to contradict the orientation theory in the preceding paragraph. 

This apparent contradiction can, however, be explained as follows. In order to 

determine a plane in a reference coordinate system, we need only three points with 

the space coordinates known. However, in the orientation calculation described 

above, four points with the space coordinates given are considered to have been 

used, because the Z-coordinates of the four points are known as Z=O. From this 

fact it can be understood that the Z-coordinate of one control point is mathematically 

redundant, and it plays a roll of one coplanarity equation. It follows that the condition 

of an object plane can be used as a part of the coplanarity equations mathematically 

required (See Kager, et al. (1985)). 

(B) For the reference coordinate system (X, Y, Z) arbitrarily taken 

The orientation problem of a stereopair of photographs with planar objects can 

also be analyzed, based on Equation 4. Writing down the first and second parts of 

Equation 4 together for the stereopair, we have 

Xc1 
1A'1X+1A'2Y+1A's 

1A'1X+ 1A1
8Y +1 

Yc1 
1A'4X+1A'6Y+1A'6 

1A'1X+1A'aY+l 

2A' 1X + 2A' 2 Y + 2A' s 
(19) 

Xc2 2A'1X+2A'aY +1 

Yc2 
2A' 4X+2A'6Y +2A'6 

2A'1X + 2A' aY + 1 

In principle, the orientation calculation based on Equation 19 includes the following 

two main processes: a fictitious model construction and a central projective trans

formation between the fictitious model and a fictitious object (an image obtainen by 

an orthogonal transformation of the actual object into the XY-plane of the reference 
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Fig. 4. Geometrical characteristics of Equation 19. 

coordinate system) (See Fig. 4). Also, the orientation calculation may be performed 

by using planimetric coordinates of four control points. Setting up Equation 19 for 

four points on the fictitious object plane, corresponding to the four control points, we 

get 16 equations. Solving these 16 equations with respect to the 16 unknown coef

ficients ;A'i (i=l, 2; j=l, •··, 8), we can determine planimetric coordinates of all 

photographed object points. This is because the 16 equations, in principle, contain 

four coplanarity equations and one condition equation that the object space is two

dimensional. 

The transformation of the fictitious object into the actual object can be carried 

out by means of the third part of Equation 4, namely, 

a 1X+a2Y+a3Z+1=0 

which requires mathematically three control points in height. 

(C) A method of using the relationship between the left and right photographs 

First, we will investigate the relationship between a stereopair of pictures having 

a planar object (See Fig. 5). The object space coordinate system (X, Y, Z) is 

selected with its KY-plane on the object plane. The central projective transformation 

between the object plane and the left picture can be described in the form of Equation 

2. The same relationship is valid between the object plane and the right photograph. 

Substituting the inverse transformation of Equation 2 for the right picture into Equation 

2 for the left photograph, we obtain 
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Fig. 5. Central projective one-to-one correspondence between 
two pictures taken of the same object plane. 

_ E1Xc2 + E2Yc2 + Ea 
Xc1- "B 

E1Xc2 + .C.sYc2 + 1 

_ E4Xc2+E~Yc2+Eo 
Yc1-

E1Xc2+EaYc2+ 1 
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(20) 

Equation 20 shows that the general central projective one-to-one correspondence with 

eight independent parameters is also satisfied between the left and right photographs. 

Using this property, measured image coordinates (x,2, Yc2) for the right picture can 

be transformed to the comparator coordinate system for the left picture. Also, the 

orientation of the left picture with respect to the control points can be determined 

by means of Equation 2. Thus, this method may be effective for measuring planar 

displacements by using a pair of "before" and "after" photographs when the non

linear distortions are negligibly small or when they do not affect significantly the 

precision of the measurements (See Wong and Vonderohe (1981)). 

However, corrections for the non-linear distortions are required in such cases 

where absolute positioning with respect to the reference coordinate system is a matter 

of major importance and where, at least, the shape of the planar object must be 

accurately measured. The orientation method based on Equation 20 can readily be 

extended to the analysis of such photographs, because Equation 20 includes the 

concept of both the coplanarity condition and the condition of a planar object. 

(D) Orientation calculation with non-linear distortions 

If a stereopair of photographs with a planar object have non-linear systematic 

errors, both the coplanarity condition of the corresponding rays and the condition 

due to the planar object can mathematically provide parameters defining the non

linear distortions (Llx, Lly). Taking the object space coordinate system (X, Y, Z) 
with its .XY-plane on the object plane, the orientation calculation will be, briefly 

outlined, as follows. 
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The collinearity equations are described together for the left and right photographs 

as 

Xci -Llx = 1A1X + 1A2 Y + 1As 
1A1X+1AaY+l 

-LI _ 1A4X + )16 Y + 1As 
Yci Y- 1A1X+1AaY+l 

2A1X + 2A2 Y + 2As 
2A1X + 2Aa Y + 1 

A _ 2.A4X+2.A5Y+2As 
Yc2--'JX- AX A Y 2 7 +2 8 +1 

(21) 

Assuming the number of parameters modeling the non-linear distortions to be n for 

one picture, we have (16+2n) orientation unknowns for the stereopair. Setting up 

Equation 21 for four control points mathematically necessary and n unknown object 

points, we get (16+4n) equations with respect to (16+4n) unknowns (the 16 coef

ficients of Equation 21, the 2n elements for the non-linear systematic errors, and 2n 

unknown coordinates of the n orientation points). Solving these (16+4n) equations, 

all object points can be determined in the reference coordinate system. 

5. Orientation Problem of Multiple Photographs Overlapped 

5. 1. Basic Consideration 

We will assume that a planar object was photographed by using four different 

non-metric cameras. The first stereo model is constructed with the first and second 

photographs and the second stereo model with the third and fourth pictures. What 

z,.,, z,.,, 

x,.,, 
x, p x, ·';JP,, P"'"~" ac,,., 

P.,,0<,<1,YM" M,) c Pro,; o (X v, z ) 
-..:.:..::... rM2 M2 M2, M2 

z.~

v o_..,,_., :~~ z /;''':~;,,, 
·~ i \ Y 1..,9 Central pr01ect1ve trans-

formation with 11 independ
ent parameters 

T s ~,.;:..:,.::...::..:~y X 
Orientation system Object plane 

Fig. 6. Central projective relationship between the first and second 
model planes in case of four non-metric pictures taken of 
the same planar object. 
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relationship is valid between these two model planes ? This problem will be explored, 

based on the united model construction theory for a three-dimensional object space 

(See Okamoto (1981b)). The object space coordinate system (X, Y, Z) is selected 

with its XY-plane on the object plane (See Fig. 6). The central projective trans-

formation between the first model space (XMi, Yyi, Z.u1) and the object space (X, 

Y, 0) is given in the form of Equation 16. Also, the inverse transformation is of 

the form of Equation 17. The same relationships must be valid between the second 

model space (XM2, YM2, Z.u2) and the object space (X, Y, O). Substituting Equation 

16 for the second model space into Equation 17 for the first model space, we can 

find the relationship between both model spaces, i. e., 

X _ F\XM2+F2YM2+Fs 
.Ml- F10XM2+F11YM2+l 

y _ F4XM2+F6YM2+F6 
Ml- F10X,M2+F11YM2+l 

z _ F1XM2+FaYM2+F9 
Ml- F10X,M2+F11Yy2+l 

(22) 

Equation 22 means that the central projective one-to-one correspondence with 11 

independent parameters is valid between the first and second model planes. In 

addition, these 11 elements can be divided into seven exterior and four interior 

orientation parameters. This is because the three-dimensional similarity transforma

tion with seven exterior ones must be satisfied between both model planes, if we 

employ metric cameras in this measurement. It follows that four interior orientation 

parameters among the eight independent ones of the four non-metric photographs 

can be provided from the model connection condition (Equation 22). 

The case of three photographs taken of the same planar object can be treated 

as a special case for the previous one, where the second and third photographs have 

the same orientation parameters. In other words, the case of three pictures is 

equivalent to the case of four photographs with eight constraints, because eight 

independent orientation elements can determine perfectly the geometry of a picture 

of a planar object. Thus, considering that the first model is formed with the first 

and second pictures and the second model by means of the second and third pho

tographs, we can see that the relationship between the two model planes can be 

expressed in terms of three independent parameters (one exterior and two interior 

orientation elements). 

5. 2. Orientation Calculation of Three Photographs Overlapped 

Figure 7 illustrates the arrangement of two kinds of points required for the 

orientation calculation of three overlapped photographs with a planar object. For 

object points which lie in the overlapped part of the three pictures, we can set up 

the following six equations, i. e., 
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(a) 
@ control point 
• tie point ( b) 

Fig. 7. Arrangement of control and tie points. 

1AiX + 1A2 Y + 1As Xe1= · 1ArX+1AsY+l 

Ye1 1A.X+1A5Y+1Aa 
1ArX+1AsY+l 

2A1X + 2.A, Y + 2As 
2A1X+2A6 Y +1 

2A4X + 2A5 Y + 2Aa 
Ye2= 

2A7X + 2A 8 Y + 1 

Xes sA1X + sA2 Y + a.As 
sArX + sA8 Y + 1 

aA.X + 3.A5 Y + sAa 
Yes= 

sArX+ 8A 6Y +1 

(23) 

in which ;A; (i=l, 2, 3; j=l, •··, 8) are independent coefficients and (x,;, Ye;) 

(i = 1, 2, 3) denote measured plate coordinates, respectively, for the three photographs. 

Equation 23 contains one equation corresponding to the coplanarity condition for the 

first and second pictures, one equation equivalent to that for the second and third 

photographs, one equation for the united model construction, and one condition 

equation that the object space is two-dimensional. On the other hand, the collinearity 

equations in the form of Equation 18 are valid for object points which exist in the 

overlapped parts of two adjacent pictures. From the following facts which were 

described earlier, namely: 

( i) The coplanarity condition provides mathematically five independent orien

tation elements (exterior), 

(ii) The transformation of the second model plane into the first one can be 

determined by three independent orientation parameters (one exterior and two in

terior), and 

(iii) The one-to-one correspondence between the united model plane and the 

object plane is expressed in terms of 11 independent orientation parameters (seven 

exterior and four interior), which can be uniquely determined with four control 

points, 

the orientation calculation of the three non-metric photographs seems to require such 
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an arrangement of four control points and three tie points as is demonstrated in Fig. 

7a. Then, we have 34 equations for the determination of 30 unknowns (the 24 

unknown coefficients ;A; (i=l, 2, 3; j=l, ···, 8) of Equation 23 plus six unknown 

coordinates (X, Y) of the three tie points). This is an overdetemined system due 

to the fact that we used seven condition equations for the planar object, though 

only three are necessary for the determination of the object plane in the reference 

coordinate system. In order to avoid the overdetermined system, we may configurate 

four control points and two tie points, as is shown in Fig. 7b. Then, 28 Equations 

are obtained for the unique determination of 28 unknowns (the 24 coefficients ;A; 

(i=l, 2, 3; j=l, •··, 8) plus four planimetric coordinates of the two tie points). 

In the latter orientation calculation, three redundant condition equations for the planar 

object play the roll of two coplanarity equations and one transformation equation of 

the second model plane into the first one. 

The orientation problem of multiple photographs taken of the same planar object 

can also be analyzed by applying the orientation method based on Equation 4. In 

particular, this method may be effectively used for cadastral surveying of almost flat 

terrains. In addition, rectification of non-metric photographs can be performed 

without object space information, if we employ three pictures taken of the same 

planar object. Under the assumption that the interior orientation is unchanged in 

the three pictures, we have only two interior orientation parameters to be determined. 

These two elements can be provided from the model connection condition, as was 

explained earlier. Then, a united stereo model similar to the planar object can be 

formed, which is the end product in this case. 

6. Concluding Discussions 

The general orientation problem of non-metric photographs taken of planar objects 

has been discussed fundamentally in this paper. First, the central projective rela-

tionship relating a planar object and its picture has been investigated and the next 

properties have been clarified, namely: 

( i ) The transformation between the picture and object planes can be expressed 

in terms of 11 independent parameters, if the object plane is inclined with respect 

to the reference coordinate system, and 

(ii) This one-to-one correspondence can be diveded into two transformations: 

a projective transformation with eight independent elements and an orthogonal trans

formation having three independent parameters. 

Using the characteristics cited above, a direct (or differential) rectification method 

of a single photograph can be developed, when the object plane is not paralled to 

the XY-plane of the reference coordinate system (X, Y, Z). 
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Next, the rectification theory has been extended to the case of multiple photo

graphs taken of the same planar object and the following interesting characteristics 

have been revealed that: 

( i) The coplanarity condition of corresponding rays can provide five indepen-

dent orientation parameters 

dimensional space. 

(ii) The stereo model 

(exterior) and the stereo model is constructed in a two-

is not similar to the object. However, if we employ 

metric cameras, a stereo model similar to the object can be formed only by means 

of the coplanarity condition (See Kager, et al. (1985)). 

(iii) The central projective one-to-one correspondence with 11 independent 

parameters is valid between the model and object planes, which can be uniquely 

determined with four control points. 

(iv) The relationship between two photographs taken of the same planar object 

can be given by the general central projective transformation with eight independent 

parameters. 

( v) In the analysis of three overlapped photographs with a planar object, the 

model connection condition can determine three independent orientation elements 

(one exterior and two interior). Thus, we can form a united stereo model similar 

to the object under the assumption that the interior orientation is unchanged in the 

three pictures, 

( vi) Parameters defining non-linear distortions of photographs can be provided 

from not only the coplanarity condition but also the model connection condition and 

the condition for a planar object. 

The orientation calculations have been formulated mainly algebraically with the DLT 

method, because the treatment is remarkably simple in comparison with the conven

tional geometric approach. 

Based on the characteristics clarified here, we can develop different orientation 

and rectification methods for photographs taken of planar objects. These problems 

will be discussed in a later report. 
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